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CApitalize
INTRODUCING ALBERTA STUDENTS TO THE CA PROFESSION
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CApitalize

The story of four young CAs who
have become their own bosses

OWN
PATH

THEIR

FORGING

By Oscar Barzilay-Lamers

”

“At some point in 2009, the idea of us getting into business
together came up,” said Gavin. “When Scott finished articling,

Gavin and Scott met when their athletic pursuits collided in
Edmonton, and they wound up following similar career paths—
Gavin earned his CA designation in 2009 after articling with
Deloitte, while Scott was employed with PricewaterhouseCoopers and received his designation in 2010. By September 2010
Gavin and Scott had traded in their promising careers in public
practice for an entrepreneurial venture. The two teamed up with
Gavin’s brother Grant—a human resources graduate from Simon
Fraser University—to own Press’d The Sandwich Company, a fast
food sandwich spot with a twist, which now operates in Edmonton’s City Centre Mall.

Gavin Fedorak CA and Scott Gordon CA were hungry—both literally and figuratively. Having previously played basketball for the
University of Alberta’s Golden Bears, the duo have always had an
appetite for a healthy meal, with sandwiches holding a particularly lofty position among their favourite foods. In their blossoming careers, they also had a growling craving for independence.

—GAVIN FEDORAK ca

WE WERE GOING TO DO. WE DIDN’T HAVE A
PARTICULAR TARGET, IT WAS JUST WHATEVER
WOULD GET US EXCITED.

“
AT FIRST WE DIDN’T REALLY KNOW WHAT
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“This was an idea that was easy to get excited about,” added
Scott. “It made so much sense in this market, so we decided to
move forward. Through our education, we had plenty of experience putting together a business plan. And if it didn’t work, we
wouldn’t have lost anything. In fact, we would’ve gained experience for the future.”

“The biggest difference is the fact that we do it like a full service
restaurant. Our competitors may bake their bread, but we make
fresh bread. Each of our side salads is made fresh from scratch
every day,” said Gavin.

While there is definitely competition in the sandwich industry,
Gavin and Scott have their own take on the typical format.

But after finding what they perceived as a lack of healthy eating options in Edmonton’s downtown core, they think they’ve
found it.

we started talking a bit more seriously about it. At first we didn’t
really know what we were going to do. We didn’t have a particular target, it was just whatever would get us excited.”

sandwiches offered at Press’d.

LA few of the fresh and delicious

IFrom left to right: Scott Gordon CA, Gavin
Fedorak CA, and Grant Fedorak, co-owners
of Press’d The Sandwich Company.
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“As a CA I learned about managing people. If you’re in a senior
accounting role and managing a team onsite, you have to ensure
that you’re delegating tasks and really motivating people. That’s
what we have to do here.”

But their designations and educational background helped give
them the business savvy to get the ball rolling.
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But that’s not to say that getting the business to this point has
been a cinch—for those who think that being your own boss is a
walk in the park, think again.

The shopping centre—and especially its pedway system, where
Press’d is located—is a thriving hub for the downtown lunch
crowd, particularly when the winter weather strongly discourages local eaters from leaving its friendly (and warm) confines.

Now a few months into their endeavour, the reaction—from the
three owners as well as the general public—has been positive, as
Press’d is in a great spot to capitalize on the midday crowds that
descend on City Centre Mall.

“It’s game on—every day, every sandwich,” said Scott.

In the meantime, they’re still taking life behind the counter one
day at a time.

This “forward thinking” leads them to think about what’s next.
By spring 2011, they’re hoping to open another Press’d location
in Edmonton, and within five years their goal is to be the number
three sandwich spot in Western Canada.

“The business insight and forward-thinking characteristics I
learned and practiced as a Chartered Accountant were invaluable in getting Press’d off the ground. For example, months
before we opened we knew exactly what each sandwich was
going to cost us,” said Gavin.

And while the sandwich business is certainly vastly different
from auditing, Scott said there are some relatable principles and
experiences that help him at Press’d.

“Our designations actually helped us in getting that loan,” said
Gavin. “All this was happening when, due to the downturn in the
economy, no one was getting restaurant loans.”

In September 2009, they had an initial meeting with a property
company about obtaining a lease in City Centre Mall. And 358
days later, Press’d first started satisfying noon-hour hunger.

“In public practice, when you don’t finish an audit you can pick it
up tomorrow. Here, we don’t have that option,” said Scott, who
added that 70 to 80 percent of their business is conducted in a
two-hour midday window.

Scott is in charge of the restaurant’s catering commitments—
which account for 10 to 15 per cent of their revenue—and delivers the orders before lunch. Gavin usually goes to the restaurant
at about 4 p.m. to help prepare for closing.

The three owners are thrilled with the staff they have, but still
find themselves working alongside their employees on a daily
basis. Scott and Grant, who has experience as a prep cook from
his days in university, are typically at the store by 6 a.m. At about
the same time, Gavin is parked in his home office working on the
financial end of the business.

“The hardest part is that the demand is daily, so there’s a daily
routine that absolutely has to be maintained. There’s really no
time to relax,” said Gavin. “Every day you’re on display and its
game time.”

—SCOTT GORDON ca

“
IT’S GAME ON—EVERY DAY, EVERY SANDWICH.
”

On the business side of things, they created an investors package which included detailed plans and projections, and sold a
piece of the company. In addition to the private money they
raised, they also acquired a small business loan, which covered
some of the costs related to the lease and restaurant equipment.

They have also put an emphasis on adding a local touch to their
products. For example, the raspberry chipotle honey mustard
on their Southwestern Club sandwich comes from Very Berry
Honey in Tofield. Gavin stumbled across the future ingredient
while strolling through Edmonton’s downtown farmer’s market
on a Saturday afternoon.

“We worked in the restaurant, learned how to bake the bread,
how to open and close the restaurant, budgeting, working the
line, basically every component of the business’s operations,”
explained Scott.

After an agreement was reached, the trio flew down to Arizona
to learn the tricks of the trade.

“Once we came up with our concept things moved extremely
quickly and we realized that we couldn’t do everything on
our own,” said Gavin. “Before our business plan was done, we
reached out to Dilly’s and asked if they wanted to come on
board as consultants.”

They modeled Press’d after Dilly’s Deli, a restaurant that Scott and
Gavin frequented during pre-season basketball trips to Phoenix.

prepare for another high
demand day.

IGavin (right) and Scott

LSabrina with Casey.

Since early 2010, Sabrina has started not one, but two of her
own businesses. The first, the Sabrina Thieme Professional
Corporation, is the kind of business most often associated with
Chartered Accountants. After starting her career in Calgary and

Just 150 kilometres down the Queen Elizabeth II Highway from
Press’d, the career of Sabrina Thieme CA has also taken some
dramatic turns. To use an old cliché in a different light, it’s gone
to the dogs—but that’s not a bad thing.

IT’S A DOG’S LIFE
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“I wouldn’t be able to set up and run my business without those
skills,” she says, adding that many people without a financial
background could struggle with certain financial aspects of
launching a similar company. “I don’t think twice about it.”

She says her experience as a CA has helped in smoothing the transition from working for a corporation to running two of her own.

“Right now my time is split about half and half between the two
businesses. I work three days a week, in six hour shifts, for the
professional corporation to allow time for dog training, which
requires a lot of time out and about.”

Now that Releashed is up and running, Sabrina has kick-started
her professional corporation again, and has constructed a routine for her average week.

The demand has gotten strong enough that during her 2011
sessions, Sabrina will have 10 dogs registered per class, up from
six in 2010.

Releashed offers both group classes and individual sessions.
“It’s not your typical obedience course. It’s really based on
establishing a true mutual trust and respect with your dogs. I
show people how to meet the mental, physical and social needs
of their pets,” Sabrina said. “It’s our responsibility to teach our
dogs. It’s a lot of work, but it’s worth it.”

“A lot of people don’t know that there are resources out there.
In some cases, people have come to us—we’re the last chance
before getting rid of their dogs.”

In July 2010 she launched Released Inc. Dog Training
& Education.

“I really wanted to be trained by the best, and it’s paying off.”

In the end, she decided the best course of action was to go
straight to a renowned expert. Sabrina took the summer away
from her accounting business and headed to Kelowna to work
with Brad Pattison, host of TV’s At the End of My Leash. After
several weeks of training, Sabrina returned home to spread what
she had learned.

Sabrina sought help for her two canines, Casey and Zack. Having
volunteered for different dog rescue agencies for several years,
she knew she wanted to find a solution for her problem—she
didn’t want to have to consider giving her own dogs away.

“While doing my accounting work, my two dogs became crazy.
They were having some behavioural problems. I’ve always loved
dogs and wanted to do something about the problem.”

This new step in her career led her to another development.

“I wanted flexibility, but I still wanted high level accounting and
financial reporting,” she said. “So I started doing various consulting and contract work, I was helping companies with the transition to IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards), and
helping them create better financial systems.”

spending time in both public practice and industry settings, she
decided to branch out on her own when she moved north to
Red Deer.
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